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Abstract: Graph-theoretical approaches are increasingly used to study the brain and may enhance
our understanding of its asymmetries. In this paper, we hypothesize that the structure of the
left hemisphere is, on average, more modular. To this end, we analyzed resting-state functional
magnetic resonance imaging data of 90 healthy subjects. We computed functional connectivity by
Pearson’s correlation coefficient, turned the matrix into an unweighted graph by keeping a certain
percentage of the strongest connections, and quantified modularity separately for the subgraph
formed by each hemisphere. Our results show that the left hemisphere is more modular. The result
is consistent across a range of binarization thresholds, regardless of whether the two hemispheres
are thresholded together or separately. This illustrates that graph-theoretical analysis can provide a
robust characterization of lateralization of brain functional connectivity.

Keywords: cerebral dominance; data analysis; functional laterality; fMRI; functional connectivity;
graph theory; modularity

1. Introduction

The human cerebrum is organized into two hemispheres. Macroscopically, the left
and the right hemisphere appear to be largely symmetrical. Nonetheless, a variety of
hemispheric asymmetries have long been established—in humans as well as, more recently,
in nonhuman species (including “lower” vertebrates, such as fish)—with comparative
studies of brain asymmetry dating back to the 19th century [1,2]. These asymmetries
involve differences in neuroanatomy as well as the lateralization of brain function more
dominantly to one side of the brain [3,4].

In terms of structural asymmetry, a recent large-scale meta-analysis of cerebral cortical
asymmetry conducted by the ENIGMA (Enhancing NeuroImaging Genetics through Meta-
Analysis) Consortium showed significant asymmetries in cortical thickness and surface area,
both hemispheric and regional, particularly in regions involved in lateralized functions [5].
As repeatedly documented at the whole-brain level, the right hemisphere has a larger
cortical surface area, while the left hemisphere has a thicker cortex [5,6]. This macroscopic
cortical asymmetry is congruent with microscopic cortical architecture showing greater
neuronal and neurite density in the left hemisphere, as demonstrated by post-mortem
histological studies [7,8]. Moreover, diffusion tensor imaging has compellingly revealed a
clear leftward asymmetry of the microstructure and connectivity of white matter tracts [9].

A range of higher functions, including memory, perception, learning, spatial cognition,
attention, emotion processing, and complex motor skills, show some degree of hemispheric
specialization—are lateralized to either hemisphere [10–16]. Functional asymmetry is most
notably associated with language function lateralization [17]. In most human subjects, the
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language function is lateralized to the left hemisphere, as initially discovered by Broca [18].
The early hypothesis of left-handers being right-hemisphere dominant for language has
been refuted [19]. Nevertheless, language dominance does appear to be related to handed-
ness, with left-handedness associated with a higher probability of its lateralization to the
right hemisphere [20,21].

Note that brain asymmetries are, to an extent, variable across individuals. This
variability can be affected by biological factors such as age, sex, and genetic variation [5].
Moreover, a disruption of normal brain (a)symmetry—structural or functional—has also
been associated with a number of neuropsychiatric conditions, such as dyslexia, aging,
Alzheimer’s disease, schizophrenia, depression, and mood disorders [6,9,22–25]. Notably,
an altered pattern of cerebral asymmetry is considered to be one of the neural correlates of
schizophrenia [26–28].

Brain function is commonly characterized in terms of functional connectivity (FC),
defined as the “temporal correlations between spatially remote brain events” [29]. In other
words, the pattern of statistical dependencies of the activity of spatially separated brain
regions, measured by methods such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
provides FC estimates that characterize the network of functional relationships between
these regions.

The growing interest in brain connectivity has led to a gradual adoption of methods
of complex network analysis in neuroscience [30,31]. Symmetries of complex systems, such
as the brain, are often represented as symmetries of the corresponding graph representa-
tion, such as that given by the functional connectivity matrix. Indeed, graph-theoretical
approaches are increasingly being used to study the brain and describe the hemispheric
asymmetry of its connectivity [32–36]. Interestingly, fMRI studies suggest a lateralized
pattern of functional coupling in which the left hemisphere has greater inter-hemispheric
connectivity, while the right hemisphere interacts across both hemispheres [23,37]. Never-
theless, brain asymmetry has not yet been fully characterized in a graph-theoretical sense.

In this paper, we thus characterize brain asymmetry using graph-theoretical approaches.
Specifically, we investigate functional connectivity asymmetry in terms of modularity.

Modularity is a statistic that quantifies the degree to which a graph (or network) may be
subdivided into clearly delineated groups of nodes (also called modules or clusters) [38–40].
The optimal community structure is a subdivision of the graph into nonoverlapping mod-
ules in a way that maximizes the number of edges (i.e., connections) within modules
and minimizes the number of edges between different modules. Formally, modularity is
defined as:

Q =
1

(2m) ∑
ij

[
Aij −

kik j

(2m)

]
δ(ci, cj),

where Aij denotes the link between nodes i, j; ci is the module number assigned to node i;
ki is the degree of node i; and m is the number of modules [40].

Complex networks, including biological neural networks, are known to be hierarchi-
cally modular [41,42]. Indeed, each of the two cerebral hemispheres is further subdivided
into functionally specialized regions (modules) [43]. Due to the hemispheric asymmetries
mentioned above, we hypothesize that the left hemisphere is more modular. In order to
verify this hypothesis, we measured healthy subjects’ resting-state fMRI data, estimated
the functional connectivity graph of each subject, and compared the modularity of the two
hemispheres. We also investigated the relationship between modularity and subject age,
sex, and handedness.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Subjects

Ninety healthy control subjects (40 males—mean age 28.15 ± 6.90 years, 36 right-
handed; 50 females—mean age 27.54 ± 6.82 years, 46 right-handed) participated in this
study. The data were collected as part of the Early-Stage Schizophrenia Outcome (ESO)
study, a prospective trial conducted in the Prague and Central Bohemia surveillance
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area, investigating first-episode schizophrenia spectrum subjects [44]. The study was
conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The local Ethics Committee
of the Prague Psychiatric Center approved the protocol on 29 June 2011 (protocol code
69/11). All participants were informed about the purpose of the study, the experimental
procedures, as well as the fact that they could withdraw from the study at any time, and
provided written informed consent prior to their participation. The subjects were recruited
via local advertisements and excluded if a personal lifetime history of any psychiatric
disorder or substance abuse was established by the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric
Interview (M.I.N.I.) [45]. We used the expert translation of the fifth version of M.I.N.I.
into Czech conducted by Petr Zvolský, a professor of psychiatry. This version has been
used in clinical practice in the Czech Republic for many years [46]. Subjects were also
excluded if meeting any of the following criteria: any psychotic disorder in first or second-
degree relatives, current neurological disorders, a lifetime history of seizures or head injury
with altered consciousness, intracranial hemorrhage or neurological sequelae, a history
of mental retardation, a history of substance dependence, and any contraindication for
MRI scanning. Handedness was assessed by the 10-item Edinburgh Handedness Inventory
(EHI) (translated into Czech by Filip Španiel) [47]. The EHI provides a value ranging
from 100 (fully right-handed) to −100 (fully left-handed). A threshold of 60 was used
to establish right-handedness. Each participant underwent MRI scanning that included
approximately 13 min (400 volumes) in the resting-state condition as well as the acquisition
of an anatomical image. For the resting-state acquisition, the participants were instructed to
lie still with their eyes closed while staying awake and not thinking of anything in particular.

2.2. Data Acquisition

Scanning was performed with a Siemens Trio 3T MRI scanner (Siemens Healthi-
neers, Erlangen, Germany) located at the Institute for Clinical and Experimental Medicine
in Prague, Czech Republic. Functional images were acquired during the resting-state
condition using T2*-weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) with blood oxygenation level-
dependent (BOLD) contrast. GE-EPIs (TR/TE = 2000/30 ms, flip angle = 70°, 48 × 64 voxels,
voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3 mm3, FOV = 192 mm, 400 volumes, 35 axial slices) covering the entire
cerebrum were acquired continuously in descending order. Using the magnetization pre-
pared rapid acquisition gradient echo (MPRAGE) sequence, a 3D high-resolution structural
T1-weighted image (TR/TE/TI = 2300/4.63 ms/900 ms, flip angle = 10°, 162 × 210 voxels,
voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3, FOV = 256 mm, 170 slices) covering the entire brain was also
acquired and used for anatomical reference. T2-weighted images were also acquired but
not used in the current study.

2.3. Preprocessing

Initial data preprocessing was performed using a combination of the SPM12 software
package (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) and CONN tool-
box (McGovern Institute for Brain Research, MIT, Cambridge, MA, USA) running under
MATLAB (The Mathworks). CONN’s default preprocessing pipeline (defaultMNI) com-
prises of the following steps: (1) functional realignment (correction for head motion) and
unwarping, (2) slice-timing correction, (3) structural segmentation into grey matter, white
matter, and cerebrospinal fluid and structural normalization to the MNI space, (4) func-
tional normalization to the MNI space, (5) outlier detection, and (6) smoothing with 8mm
kernel size [48].

The default denoising steps in the CONN toolbox included a component-based noise
correction method (CompCor) performing regression of six head-motion parameters (ac-
quired during the correction of head motion) with their first-order temporal derivatives
and five principal components of white matter and cerebrospinal fluid [49]. Time series
from 90 regions of interest (ROIs) from the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas
were additionally linearly detrended to remove possible signal drift and finally filtered by
a Butterworth band-pass filter with cutoff frequencies 0.009–0.08 Hz.
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2.4. Analysis

Functional connectivity matrices were computed by cross-correlation of the ROI-based
average BOLD time series. In line with the most common practice, we use Pearson’s
correlation coefficient to quantify FC. Other, nonlinear approaches for FC assessment
have been proposed; however, linear Pearson’s correlation coefficient is sufficient under
standard conditions similar to those of the current data [50,51]. To increase the normality
of the distribution of correlation values, Fisher’s r-to-z transformation was applied to each
correlation coefficient.

Individual FC matrices were thresholded by preserving a selected proportion of the
strongest weights, i.e., fixing the graphs’ edge density across subjects. This is conducted to
ascertain comparability of the modularity estimates across subjects, as the edge density has
a systematic effect on modularity. The choice of the edge density threshold is to large extent
arbitrary. It involves a tradeoff between network sensitivity and specificity, with higher
thresholds yielding networks that are more specific but less sensitive. Specificity is more
important to the evaluation of most graph-theoretical properties than sensitivity [52,53].
Moreover, a low threshold can result in the inclusion of spurious connections, particularly
in individual networks with lower overall functional connectivity [53]. Stringent thresholds
thus appear to be preferable; however, thresholds used for functional connectivity networks
are often relatively low, ranging from 0.1 to 0.3 [54–56]. Ultimately, there is a lack of
consensus on how to choose an optimal threshold. Moreover, network measures, including
modularity, are unstable across thresholds. To avoid the impact of threshold selection on
our results, we thus decided to use thresholds ranging from 0.05 to 0.95, in increments of
0.05, rather than a single pre-determined threshold [57]. For each threshold, the graphs
were then binarized, with all above-threshold connection weights converted to 1.

Modularity was computed separately for each hemisphere, i.e., for each subgraph
formed by the 45 corresponding regions of the given hemisphere. The thresholding,
binarization, and modularity computation were performed using the Brain Connectivity
Toolbox [58].

The modularity of the two hemispheres was compared using the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test across the 90 study subjects. Comparison of samples of this size (N = 90) by a paired
samples t-test would provide 80% power to detect an effect of size d = 0.3 (Cohen’s d,
i.e., effect size divided by standard deviation, corresponding to a small to medium effect
size [59]). Note that, depending on the data distribution, the power of nonparametric tests
(such as the Wilcoxon signed-rank test used in this study) may be slightly higher or lower
than that of the corresponding parametric tests; however, the current sample size should
provide power 0.8–0.95 for effect sizes of 0.2–0.4 for a range of distributions [60].

The relationship of the modularity of each hemisphere to subject sex and handedness,
as well as age, was then evaluated using the Mann–Whitney U-test and Spearman correla-
tion, respectively. These tests were performed on the mean modularity across the entire
range of thresholds—as well as the modularity at each threshold—to assess whether the
lateralization is more apparent at a particular network edge density level.

In addition, we performed a secondary analysis—a slightly modified version of the
pipeline described above. In this analysis, individual FC matrices were first separated
into the subgraphs corresponding to the left and the right hemisphere. Subsequently, the
subgraph of each hemisphere was thresholded separately. This resulted in two subgraphs of
equal edge density. This analysis variant aims to control for any potential mediating role of a
systematic difference between the functional connectivity strengths of the two hemispheres.

3. Results

In the primary analysis, where the two hemispheres were thresholded together—i.e.,
the threshold was applied to each subject’s entire functional connectivity matrix—the left
hemisphere showed higher modularity (median ranks across subjects). This was true for
modularity averaged across the entire range of thresholds (left hemisphere: median = 0.22;
right hemisphere: median = 0.20; z = 3.81, p < 0.001; Figure 1) as well as for each threshold
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individually (Figure 2). The result was statistically significant (p < 0.05) for all but the
lowest (0.05) and highest (0.95) thresholds, suggesting the robustness of this result to the
choice of thresholding. No significant relationship between the mean modularity of either
hemisphere and subject age, sex, or handedness was observed, and we thus did not proceed
to detailed analysis at individual thresholds.
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Figure 1. Comparison of modularity of the left and right hemispheres thresholded together, averaged
across the entire range of thresholds. (A) Box plots showing the modularity (Q) of each hemisphere,
across subjects. The line inside each box represents the median. The top and bottom edges repre-
sent the upper and lower quartiles, respectively, with the distance between them representing the
interquartile range (IQR). The whiskers above and below the boxes represent the highest and lowest
values that are not outliers. Points beyond the whiskers are outliers, i.e., values that are more than
1.5 × IQR away from the top or bottom of the box. A black asterisk above the boxes indicates that
the difference between the modularity of the two hemispheres is statistically significant. (B) The
modularity of each hemisphere, of each subject. Subjects are represented by points—one for each
hemisphere—joined by a straight line. The color of the line indicates whether the left hemisphere of
the given subject is more (blue line) or less (red) modular than the right.

When the two hemispheres were thresholded separately—i.e., the FC matrix of each
subject was separated into the two subgraphs before thresholding was performed—the
left hemisphere, again, showed higher modularity across subjects. This difference was
statistically significant (p < 0.05) for modularity averaged across the entire range of
thresholds (left hemisphere: median = 0.23, right hemisphere: median = 0.22; z = 2.05,
p = 0.04; Figure 3) as well as for seven specific thresholds (Figure 4). Moreover, for all but
the lowest thresholds (0.05 and 0.1), the median modularity of the left hemisphere was
higher than that of the right hemisphere. Again, no significant relationship between the
modularity of either hemisphere and subject age, sex, or handedness was observed.
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Figure 2. Comparison of modularity of the left and right hemispheres thresholded together, at each
threshold. Presentation as in Figure 1A. A black asterisk above a threshold indicates that, at this
threshold, the difference between the modularity of the two hemispheres is statistically significant.
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Figure 3. Comparison of modularity of the left and right hemispheres thresholded separately, averaged
across the entire range of thresholds. Presentation as in Figure 1. (A) Box plots showing the modularity
(Q) of each hemisphere, across subjects. A black asterisk above the boxes indicates that the difference
between the modularity of the two hemispheres is statistically significant. (B) The modularity of each
hemisphere, of each subject. Subjects are represented by points—one for each hemisphere—joined by
a straight line.
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Figure 4. Comparison of modularity of the left and right hemispheres, thresholded separately. Presen-
tation as in Figure 2. A black asterisk above a threshold indicates that, at this threshold, the difference
between the modularity of the two hemispheres is statistically significant.

4. Discussion

We have shown that the left hemisphere is, on average, more modular. This result was
consistent across a range of edge density thresholds. Note that, at the lowest threshold of
0.05, the graph is mostly disconnected. The highest threshold of 0.95 does not sufficiently
reduce noise. The fact that the result of the primary analysis was not significant at the two
extreme thresholds is, therefore, arguably, unsurprising.

Importantly, thresholding the hemispheres together can result in the hemispheric
subgraphs having unequal edge density. Since graph density refers to the ratio between
the number of edges present in a graph and the total number of edges possible in the
graph, graphs of lower density generally tend to be more modular. An additional analysis
(results not shown) showed that, at each threshold, the edge density of the left hemisphere
was slightly lower than that of the right hemisphere. The higher modularity of the left
hemisphere could thus, hypothetically, be attributed to lower graph edge density of the left
hemisphere subgraph; however, this hypothesis was refuted by the result of our secondary
analysis. The latter confirmed that the left hemisphere is more modular, even when the
two hemispheres are thresholded together, i.e., when the two subgraphs are of equal
edge density.

Further analysis—beyond the scope of the current paper—is necessary to explore the
robustness of the result with respect to methodological choices. Such analysis may target
the effect of the choice of alternative anatomical atlases or of the method used to construct
the functional connectivity matrix.

Our main finding—that the left hemisphere is more modular than the right one—is in
line with both structural and functional morphological studies of the human brain. The
more modular arrangement in the left hemisphere may be explained as a functional conse-
quence of greater neuronal and neurite density that promotes local information processing.
Functionally, the increased modularity of functional connectivity in the left hemisphere is
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likely related to the left-hemisphere lateralization of language and fine motor control that
have been proposed to be more focal and utilizing functional segregation. On the other
side, the lower modularity of the functional connectivity of the right hemisphere might be
related to the right lateralization of the visuospatial attention mechanisms that require a
greater degree of interhemispheric as well as intrahemispheric integration [37]. Together,
these characteristics point to increased functional connectivity modularity in the left hemi-
sphere, represented by a higher number of short intrahemispheric connections (edges)
within modules relative to longer connections between different modules and hemispheres.

While altered hemispheric asymmetry has been associated with various neuropsy-
chiatric conditions, the findings have not been consistent, and their explanatory potential
for understanding brain disorders is limited [6]. This is due to the methodological hetero-
geneity of previous studies as well as the different explanatory potential of the histological
approach on one side and structural/functional MRI techniques on the other. To this end,
the asymmetry of hemispheric modularity shown in our sample may have a practical
implication. Modularity as a functional measure depending on macro-microscopic hemi-
spheric connectivity may present a promising candidate for studying aberrant hemispheric
lateralization—and its functional relevance—in neuropsychiatric disorders. Similarly, fu-
ture studies can also examine the relationship between the asymmetry of hemispheric
modularity and variability in behavior and cognition, including asymmetry of sensory and
motor functions.

5. Conclusions

We have shown that hemispheric network properties can be used to characterize brain
asymmetry. Here, we focused on modularity, and demonstrated that the modularity of
the left hemisphere is higher than that of the right hemisphere; however, other network
properties can, presumably, be used in a similar fashion. Once their relationship to normal
functional asymmetry has been established, these properties can also be used to study the
disruption of brain asymmetry in neuropsychiatric disorders. In future work, we intend to
extend our analysis of hemispheric modularity to patients with schizophrenia.
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